
PATENT PENDING

Slide up to release. Snap off with ease! Dispose the segments in 
bulk when case becomes full. 

SLIDE SNAP DISPOSE

There is not a 2 in 1 cutter like this on the horizon!
The ultimate user-friendliness of the DL-1 will encourage broad 
use of OLFA heavy-duty snap-off cutters.
Having a built-in blade snapper/disposal case, which 
is easily put on and taken off, on its back, the DL-1 
makes it easy for users to get a fresh edge without picking the place.

Snap it off without hesitation.  
                                                …Anyplace.  …Anytime.

Don’t be afraid...

CAT.No.174



The DL-1 gets the best out of the snap-off blade system.
“I am often too scared to snap off a segment.”
“We cannot find a place to keep used segments until the end of the day.”

URL  http: / / www.olfa.com

WARNING
1.   OLFA BLADES are extremely sharp!  Handle with care.
2.   Dispose of used blade in a safe manner.
3.   Safety goggles should be worn when using.
4.   Keep out of the reach of children.
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MODEL PACKAGE BARCODE INNER BOX CARTON

DL-1 Blister Packed 6
pcs.

120
pcs.[6x20]95 X 220 mmCARD SIZE:

Dispose the segments in bulk 
when container becomes full.

To detach

To snap off a segment

Press the “SLIDE” 
sign part to release.

To load again
Let the two arrows 
meet, and slide the 
container back in.

Slide the safety lid 
and open up the blade snapper.

Up to 16 used blade segments, 
whole 2 LB blades, can be 
stored in the container.

Handle with great care while 
snapping off.

To dispose

One DL-1 takes care!
With the DL-1 you get a fresh edge easier and safer than ever!

SPARE BLADES

More edges from a piece of blade.
One LB blade has as many as 8 fresh edges.

Measuring OLFA snap-off system up 
against the traditional trapezoid blade system…

OLFA’s original snap-off blade system trapezoid blade  system

Obvious at a glance! 

PREMIUM CARBON TOOL STEEL 
FOR SUPERIOR SHARPNESS AND DURABILITY

HEAVY-DUTY HIGH-IMPACT ABS 
PLASTIC HANDLE

AUTO-LOCK

CONVENIENT DETACHABLE BLADE DISPOSAL 
CONTAINER HOLDS 16 BLADE SEGMENTS

HEAVY-GAUGE STAINLESS STEEL BLADE CHANNEL


